KABLOOXA
ox, I never want to eat it again. Chewing its fat is exactly like
chewing tallow.
It was in the midst of this disorder that we awoke next morn-
ing. The igloo was pitch black and Algunerk was panting and
struggling with the lamp. As soon as he heard me stir, he let
me know that his neck ached, he was ill; and to prove it he
forced himself to hawk and spit at my feet. It was clear that he
and his wife meant to linger here as long as possible, and the
reason was that, being rich in provisions, they could not resist
the impulse to consume and waste wiiat they had. He was very
ill, Algunerk explained with his sly eyes on my face. Today we
would rest, but tomorrow . . . how we would run over the trail!
And to be sure that we got off, I had better set the alarm clock
(which was broken) at six. \Vhen they observed with relief that
I said nothing, was not inclined to dispute them, the whole
family came up out of its sleeping-bag and began peacefully
to absorb a huge meal.
Pretexting the cold, Algunerk asked me to warm up the igloo
with the Primus. I had come away with one tin of coal-oil, and
I refused. Instead, I lighted a seal-oil lamp which I had brought
along. Seeing this, Algunerk himself picked up the Primus he
had flung down the night before and disdainfully poured his
own coal-oil into it, letting it burn the whole day long.
To reach Pelly Bay we had to cross an arm of the sea. The
distance straight across was a mere fifty miles, but the Eskimos
never go straight across: they follow the coast, their object
being always to keep certain landmarks in sight. We had thus
described a long curve to the north and then come slowly south-
east. After five days, we were still on the sea, although at the
fall of the previous day, land had been in sight. I tried to get
them to make a forced march in order to touch land, but they
had refused. Night fell and we made camp in the shelter of a
great expanse of pack ice that rose from the smooth surface of
the sea. A sudden swell and swirl here had raised the frozen
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